ICY Marina Management
Wireless management of your marina

With ICY Marina Management it is possible to remotely control and set the power
points on your berths.
For a low investment you get a grip on the power consumption of your guests.

Assigning Amp Limits wirelessly
Limiting high consumption
Reading of power consumption
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No adaptation to the infrastructure
We offer a choice of three different Campère appliances. All three have the same functions and contain everything
you need to wirelessly connect your guest’s power point to ICY Marina Management. In addition, all three devices are
equipped with a kWh meter and Ampere limiter.

ICY4518CP Campère Plug			

		

This plug can be placed in any existing CEE socket. The plug is then secured
in the socket, so that it cannot be removed by your guest. The installation
takes less than a minute per location.

ICY4518CM Campère Module 		

		

This module can be built into the control cabinet. The device is placed after
the circuit breaker and can be mounted on a DIN rail.
We can supply completely new cabinets in which these modules are preassembled, but they can also be connected separately in your existing control
cabinets.

ICY4518WS Campère Wall Socket

		

This surface-mounted socket replaces the existing CEE socket.

Easy power management from your PC

ICY Marina Management can
be linked to your reservation
system. All frequently used
functions are then available in
your reservation system.
So you don’t have to work in
multiple screens.

Fair fee based on consumption

Prevent abuse of power points

You can let your guests choose how much electricity

To prevent improper use of power, you can switch

they want to have available. For example: 6A, 12A

off the power on a berth when there are no guests.

or 16A.

This is fully automatic by means of the link with your

You can then directly switch on the power point

reservation system.

of the berth wirelessly and set it to that amount
of power. If a guest uses too much power, he is
automatically warned.

Get more out of existing infrastructure
Because ICY Marina Management continuously monitors
how much Ampere is available at your marina, you always

No more grid overload

know how much electricity you can still sell.

Because the system tells you how much power can
be supplied at a location, you prevent the electricity

Were you only able to offer 6A per power point in the

grid from being overloaded.

past? Now you can, for example, give 2 points 4A and
another 10A, depending on the need at that moment,

Energy meter reading per berth

through smart distribution.

This option makes it possible to charge actual

ICY Marina Management is modularly expandable

electricity consumption per guest. This readout

with frost protection for the sanitary building,

can be linked to your booking or administration

automatic water tapping, etc.

software.
This is suitable for both short stay and long stay.
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